Atrophic Dermatofibrosarcoma: the importance of clinical suspicion

Dermatofibrosarcoma atrófico: a importância da suspeita clínica
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ABSTRACT

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is an uncommon and relapsing fibrohistiocytic tumor of intermediate malignancy. Its rarest variant is known as atrophic, morphea type or dermatofibrosarcoma non protuberans and its clinical diagnose is difficult. There are not well established dermatoscopic criteria, so the diagnosis is histopathologic. There are advances in immunohistochemical and genetic that help the diagnosis and complete surgical excision. It is reported a case of atrophic dermatofibrosarcoma in a 27 years patient ant it is reviewed the clinical, dermoscopic, histological and genetic aspects.
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RESUMO

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberante é tumor fibro-histiocítico de malignidade intermediária, relativamente incomum e recidivante. Sua variante mais rara é conhecida como atrófica, tipo morfia ou dermatofibrosarcoma não protuberante, sendo de difícil diagnóstico clínico. Não há critérios dermatoscópicos bem estabelecidos, portanto o diagnóstico é histopatológico. Existem avanços nas áreas da imuno-histoquímica e da genética que auxiliam no diagnóstico e excisão cirúrgica completa. Relatamos um caso de dermatofibrossarcoma atrófico em paciente de 27 anos, revisado na literatura quanto aos aspectos clínicos, dermatoscópicos, histopatológicos e genéticos.
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INTRODUCTION

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a relatively uncommon fibro-histiocytic tumor of intermediate malignancy. It is often locally aggressive, with high-risk of recurrence and low risk of metastasis. The initial clinical appearance is that of a hardened, violet or reddish-brown, keloid-like plaque. Being asymptomatic and slow growing, there may be a delay in diagnosis. When the lesion is already established, the diagnosis is facilitated by its specific appearance. The initial lesion is rarely atrophic or depressed; however when this is the case it is called atrophic dermatofibrosarcoma (ADFSP) and diagnosis is difficult.

CASE REPORT

A 27 year-old male patient had been bearing a lesion in the left infraclavicular region for 10 years. The examination revealed an atrophic hyperchromic lesion measuring 4x3cm (Figure 1). An incisional biopsy allowed to observe the presence of neoplastic infiltration in the superficial / deep dermis and hypodermis, with proliferation of fusiform cells with a mild degree of nuclear polymorphism and hyperchromasia forming multidirectional bundles, sometimes parallel to the epidermis, which had atrophy of the stratum spinosum (Figures 2,3 and 4). The immunohistochemistry’s results were positive for CD34 and negative for XIIIa factor (Figure 5). The histological diagnosis was of dermatofibrosarcoma, however the final diagnosis after clinical correlation was that of ADFSP. The surgical excision of the lesion was performed with 5cm margins.

DISCUSSION

Sarcomas are soft tissue malignant tumors and contribute for the small percentage of cutaneous neoplasms. Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is most frequent cutaneous sarcoma, accounting for 1% of the conjunctive tissue sarcomas and any less

**Figure 1:** Atrophic hyperchromic lesion measuring 4cm x 3cm in the left infraclavicular region

**Figure 2:** HE, 40x: Spindle cell infiltrate with low to medium cellularity in the dermis and hypodermis. Ectasiated vessels in the papillary dermis

**Figure 3:** HE, 100x: The storiform arrangement characteristic of the protuberant form is not observed

**Figure 4:** HE, 400x: Detail of spindle cells with mild atypias and medium cellularity
Atrophic dermatofibrosarcoma

than 0.1% of all malignant neoplasms. It is a slow growing tumor, usually asymptomatic, which might lead to late diagnosis.

The most common clinical development is a hardened, purplish or reddish-brown plaque, which develops into a nodule, however possibly arising as an atrophic lesion. Initially described in 1985, this condition's rarest variant is known as ADFSP, a morphea-type variant of DFSP, or dermatofibrosarcoma non-protuberans. It was once suggested that the term protuberans should be suppressed in favor of the designation atrophic dermatofibrosarcoma, since not all lesions have nodular aspect, nevertheless, consensus has not been reached yet. The ADFSP has a difficult clinical diagnosis, as it may be misdiagnosed with morphea, idiopathic atrophodermia, atrophic scar, anetoderma or lipoatrophy. There are still no well-established dermoscopic criteria. Different patterns have been described in the literature. It can display branching vessels over a yellow background without pigmentary network, which might be due to skin atrophy, or even brown regular reticular lines corresponding to melanin accumulation in basal keratinocytes over a purplish erythematous background, resulting from dilated vessels in the dermal plexus. Specific findings or differentiation factors have not yet been found that would allow distinguishing ADFSP from other diagnoses.

In a less intense way when compared to the protruding form, cells arranged in a storiform pattern over a fibrous stroma background characterize the ADFSP's anatomopathological examination. The infiltrate tends to extend up until the subcutaneous fat. In general, there is little nuclear pleomorphism. The epidermis is usually spared, and the dermis' thickness is reduced by roughly 50% (Figures 2 to 4).

The use of immunohistochemistry can assist in the identification of the tumor, as well as in its delimitation for complete excision using Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS). The ADFSP is routinely CD34-positive and factor XIIIa-negative. Since the neoplasm can invade deeply along collagen bundles or connective tissue septa, the extent of the invasion might not be clinically apparent. This explains recurrence rates of 11% to 53% when 1cm to 3cm surgical margins are used (11% for 3cm margins in DFSP cases). There is scant data available for the atrophic form. Mohs micrographic surgery using immunohistochemical staining with CD34 in frozen sections might allow the detection of the most asymmetrical tumors.

Over the past decade, advances have shown that the mutation responsible for the ADFSP is a reciprocal translocation t(17; 22) (q22; q13.1) or, more often, the creation of a supernumerary ring chromosome derived from t(17; 22). These mutations cause the chromosome 17's type 1-alpha-1 collagen (COL1A1) to merge with chromosome 22's gene platelet-derived growth factor (PDGFB), forming a chimeric protein, COL1A1–PDGFB. After translocation, COL1A1 and its promoters replace the regulating elements that inhibit the PDGFB, allowing the production of high levels of COL1A1–PDGFB's messenger RNA. The cleavage of PDGFB by the COL1A1–PDGFB protein can lead to malignant transformation. In the gene translocation process, variable lengths of COL1A1 are juxtaposed to the same PDGFB gene sequence. After the cleavage of COL1A1–PDGFB, fragments of COL1A1 become trimers associated to type 1-alpha-2 collagen (COL1A2), which is secreted in the extracellular medium. It is proposed that the variety of COL1A1 and COL1A2 trimers may be responsible for different stroma present in a typical DFSP and its atrophic variant, given that each tumor can have a specific length of the COL1A1 fragment. Inhibition of the PDGFB receptor might explain the atrophic phenotype.

The treatment is similar to that used in the non-atrophic form. Mohs micrographic surgery is the first choice. The second choice is surgical excision with a margin of 3cm to 5cm, with chance of recurrence due to the possibility of invasion beyond the fascia and muscles. Although recurrences often arise within the 3 first years after the surgery, they can take place several years after, justifying watchfulness in the long term.
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